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dependence of solder mask materials on temperature and more importantly humidity. In 

different regions of the world and even in the United States, the environmental conditions 

can vary from 21 Cat 10% relative humidity to 38 C and 100% relative humidity. In 

order to provide a consistent communication channel, the materials that make up the 

channel have to be somewhat electrically impervious to these environmental changes. 

This thesis will show through measurements of dielectric constant and loss tangent via 

split post dielectric resonators that currently this is not the case. New materials and 

specifications will have to be developed and formulated in order to meet the inevitably 

higher speed demands from consumers. 
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 

A constant push from society for more information with richer content simultaneously 

available at the consumer's fingertips has pushed the speeds of electronics to extremes. 

Bus lines on circuit boards responsible for data communication are being stretched to 

their limit to meet these demands. As data busses are pushed to the limit, optimization 

becomes the key in meeting high speed data transmission goals while continuing to using 

printed circuits. Current high speed busses such as PCI Express utilizing differential 

signaling are operating at around 1 GHz. Current personal computer "pc" and server 

front side bus rates, some of which are utilizing the PCI Express standard, are also 

operating around 1 GHz. The current trend for high speed data transmission is utilizing 

differential transmission lines. In the end, regardless of coding and modulation schemes, 

the electrical properties of the differential traces, and all traces for that matter define the 

speed limits transmission lines can handle. As faster speeds are demanded, the challenge 

is in maximizing the signal integrity and the critical part of that is loss. 

_____ ,._--1._,L-_. ______ Solder mask 

_ Substrate _________________ GnundPlane 

Figure 1.1 Cross section of a differential pair 

The micro strip differential transmission line has solder mask coating the top and in 

between the traces as shown in Figure 1.1 Differential transmission lines take advantage 

of the mutually coupled electric field in between the traces to achieve its desirable 

characteristics for high speed signaling. The solder mask material on the surface of 



circuit boards and, in this case, differential transmission lines plays a part in shaping the 

electrical characteristics of the differential transmission. 
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In Figure 1.2 we can see the electric field lines in a cross-sectional view of a differential 

trace and how they interact between the individual traces. Solder mask lying directly in 

between the traces affects the electrical characteristics of the differential pair. These 

characteristics directly influence how lossy the transmission line is. The solder mask 

electrical properties of interest are the dielectric constant "sr", and the loss tangent "tan 

o". Once the properties of the solder mask materials are known, layout designs can be 

implemented that stringently ensure certain margin thresholds for loss. If the solder mask 

properties are not closely known for all environmental conditions the acceptable loss 

margins that were previously engineered for may no longer be achievable in all 

circumstances. This could lead to an operational failure of the system utilizing these 

surface trace signaling methods 
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Figure 1.2 Electric field lines of a differential trace modeled in matlab pde solver tool 



Figure 1.3 shows a simulation of a 28 cm differential trace modeled with Agilent' s 

ADS Momentum field solver. Figure 1.4 shows the actual fabricated traces modeled in 

ADS. The ADS model was constructed in order to show the effects of environmental 

conditions on a differential trace before the actual traces were fabricated. 

Characteristic Impedance son 
Solder Mask Commercial 
Substrate Teflon 
Trace Width 0.33 mm 
Trace Spacing 0.178 mm 
Trace Height 0.055mm 
Substrate Thickness 0.25 mm 

Table 1.1 Differential micro strip characteristics 
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Teflon was the substrate material chosen for the simulation due to Teflon's characteristic 

of not absorbing water or, non-hydroscopic nature. The only variable in the simulation 

that is affected by moisture is the solder mask. This enables us to get a feel for the solder 

mask's individual contribution to loss at various environmental conditions. As can be 

seen in the Figure 1.3 and 1.4 the warm case shows a loss increase of roughly 2.25 dB 

due to the presence of higher relative humidity. Table 1.1 shows the exact specifications 

of the test traces. 
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ADS Simulation Of Differential Trace In varying Conditions 
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Figure 1.3 ADS differential trace simulation with varying environmental conditions 
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Solder mask or solder mask ink that is used as a protective dielectric coating material is 

usually a dark green, dark blue or yellow that covers the surface traces of a circuit board 

except for contact pads. The primary purpose of the solder mask layer is to protect the 

board from external environmental conditions. In the general sense the use of solder 

mask has been successful. Current solder mask materials shield the underlying traces and 

substrate from external environmental conditions such as chemical spills, direct water 

contamination, etc.. Now that clock speeds are climbing to never-seen-before extremes, 

we are noticing that the current solder mask materials are essentially not as ideal as 



before. An increase in loss in solder mask has only been a recent issue now that boards 

Solder Mask On Teflon Substrait Dry And Wet Cases 
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Figure 1.4 Actual differential trace as modeled in above ADS simulation measured at 
2J.°C 70%RH and 37.8 °c 95%RHwith a Vector NetworkAnalyzer 
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are being designed at higher frequencies. This thesis shows the increase in loss of solder 

mask materials at 1.25, 3.2, 7.1, and 10.1 GHz. The focus of this thesis is not to show the 

loss of the solder mask materials as a function of frequency, but to show it as a function 

of environmental conditions at these given frequencies. Until now the environmental 

impermeability goals set for solder mask materials were sufficient. Currently, at higher 

frequencies and various environmental conditions, the environmental impermeability 

goals are not sufficient. Through a novel method of measurement for er and tan o of 

solder mask material using Split-Post Dielectric Resonators, or SPDR's (Krupka, 2001), 



this thesis shows the significant dependence of solder mask material loss to temperature 

and, most importantly, relative humidity. 
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The novel method of measurement using split post dielectric resonators provides an 

accurate non-destructive means of extracting a thin film material's Br and tan ii. Other 

methods of extracting Br and tan ii from dielectric materials include: parallel-plate 

dielectric resonators (K.ajfez and Guillon, 1998), Rectangular Waveguide (Chiu, 2003), 

(Li, 2001 ), split cylinder resonator (Janezic and Baker-Jarvis, 1998),(Kent, 1996), Ferrite 

Disk Resonator, (Krupka, 1999), Stripline and Broadband Impedance method ( Yue, 

1998), (Kim, 1997), and for higher :frequencies, Fabry-Perot (Afsar), methods are used. 

None of the previous methods offer the simplicity and or non-destructive nature for 

solder mask Br and tan ii measurement in the :frequency range of our interest. Split post 

dielectric resonators range in measurement practicality from 1 to 30 GHz (Cole, 2002). 

By coating solder mask on high purity silica disks the solder mask electrical 

characteristics Br and tan ii can be measured with relative ease. Other methods require the 

material to be free standing in various forms, or coated on a transmission line. Split post 

dielectric resonators are ideal for measuring thin films in their natural state (Krupka, 

1996). Given that the solder mask materials will be exposed to varying environmental 

conditions causing the materials to curl, coating on a high purity fused silica disk, and 

measuring inside a split post dielectric resonator prove to be the best metrology option. 



CHAPTER II STUDY MATERIALS 

To ensure that our SPDR measurements are consistently providing accurate results we 

used a standard material characterized at NIST. The material chosen was Coming 7980 

high purity fused silica. This material serves as a measurement standard as well as a 

medium to apply our solder mask samples to. One of the key properties that make this 

material attractive is that it is non-hydroscopic. Specifically, a set of the Coming 

"HPFS" disks was fabricated by an optics company to keep stringent flatness uniformity 

across the surface. The disks were fabricated in diameters of (50, 75, and 100 mm) with 

corresponding thicknesses of (0.75, 1.0, and 2.0 mm). One set of each sized disk was 

sent to NIST for characterization. Once the electrical characteristics, tan 8 and er were 

established, they could be used in our metrology to monitor the measurement accuracy. 

The samples sent to NIST have a polished finish which can be seen in Figure 2.1. NIST 

used split cylinder and split post dielectric resonator techniques to make their 

measurements. 

Figure 2.1 high purity fused silica Corning 7980 disks characterized at NIST 
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Figure 2.2 NIST measurements of HPFS by Dr. Janezic at NIST using various techniques 

Characteristic Impedance 50.Q 
Solder Mask Enthone 3241 DSR 
Substrate Teflon 
Trace Width 0.33mm 
Trace Spacing 0.178 mm 
Trace Height 0.055 mm 
Substrate Thickness 0.25mm 

Table 2.1 Differential trace characteristics 
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2.2 Solder Mask Coating Process 

Four solder mask inks were selected for the study. Coating on optics grade disks ensures 

minimal thickness deviation over mean thickness ~h/h. The ~h/h of a sample is what 

contributes to the measurement error. Figure 2.3 shows three of the disks after being 

coated with solder mask. 

Figure 2.3 HPFS disks coated with solder mask 

The following is an excerpt from (Barnes 2005) detailing the exact solder mask 

processing steps onto the Corning 7980 disks and the justifications for using each ink. 

Four solder masks were selected for evaluation. The two part liquid photo-imageable 

(LPI) systems varied in composition, commercial usage and expected performance. 



Product Disks Reason for Choice 

LPIA 40-7b 
75-Sb Extensive Commercial Use 
100-Sb 

LPIB 40-6b 
75-l0b Extensive Commercial Use 
100-4b 

LPIC 10-lOb 
75-2b Performance Record 
100-lb 

LPID 40-9b 
75-9b Compositional Characteristics 
100-2b 

Table 2.2 solder mask inks used in study from commercial vender 

The composition varies by resms systems, additives and fillers, both orgaruc and 

inorganic. For purposes of this study, the solder mask products are as LPI A, B, C and D. 

The wafers were processed, as received, without any type of surface preparation or 

cleaning. Typical solder mask application requires a surface roughening and cleaning of 

the surface, mechanically or chemically. The wafers required careful handling and, for 

the testing, no cleaning or changing of the surface characteristics. 

The inks were mixed at the specified ratios (7:3). The LPI solder masks were coated 

onto a flexible PET substrate using a drawn down bar. After coating, the films were dried 

in a convection oven at 80° C for 30 minutes. A draw down bar gap settings of 0.004" 

and 0.008" gave dry thicknesses of approximately 50 micron and 100 micron 

respectively. Using a specially designed carrier panel to keep the wafers and surrounding 

surface planar, the films were laminated onto the surface. The plates were heated to 80° 

C and the vacuum was drawn to I 04 torr for the lamination process. This flattened the 

mask to give a uniform coat. For increased solder mask thickness, additional laminations 

stacked easily. 
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The masks were exposed to ultraviolet light (800mJ/cm2
) for initial polymerization. 

Although typical for circuit board applications, the wafers were not developed in a 

sodium carbonate solution. Given that the light polymerized the entire coating, the 

developing solution performed no function. Finally, the solder masks were cured in a 

convection oven at 150 C for 60 minutes. Additionally, LPI C received a post thermal 

cure exposure to UV light of 3 J/cm2
. Table 2.3 and Figure 2.4 show the specific 

processing steps and parameters. 

Coat Film 

Process Variable Value 
Surface None NA 

Solder Mask Hand Mix Time Smin 
Coatin2: Hand Draw Down 0.008" and 0.004" 
Drvine Oven Temoerature soc 

Oven Time 30min 
Annlication Plate Temo soc 

Vacuum 104 torr 
Vacuum Cvcle Time 30 sec 

Press Time 30 sec 
UVExoosure Enern:v 800 mJ/cm2 

Cure Cure Time 60min 
Cure Temnerature soc 

UV Exoosure* Enern:v 3 Joule/ cm2 

Table 2.3 Solder Mask Processing Steps * as required 

Dry Coating Laminate 
Sample 

UV 
Exposure 

Figure 2.4 Solder Mask Processing Steps 

Thermal 
Cure 

UV 
Exposure 
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CHAPTER III A NOVEL APPROACH TO MEASUREMENT 

Measuring the electrical properties of dielectric materials has been done in many different 

ways. Transmission line methods, various resonant cavity methods, and two fluid cell are 

just a few of the current methods for tan o, and tr measurements. What makes solder 

mask difficult to measure is the physical shape of the material. Given the measurement 

material is a thin film disqualifies most current methods. Solder mask when exposed to 

varying temperature and relative humidity conditions will curl in a thin film state. This 

curling makes the material hard to measure and in some cases impossible. In the case of 

an SPDR measurement the sample will no longer fit inside. Other methods require the 

sample to lay flat between two cylinders. Inevitably almost all methods require the 

sample to stay in one consistent form. 

In this study, a split post dielectric resonator or SPDR is used for the measurement of 

tan o and tr. Figure 3.1 shows the SPDR's used in this study. Each resonator operates at 

its specific frequency 1.25, 3.2, 7.1, or 10.2 GHz. 

Figure 3.0.1 split post dielectric resonators at 1.25, 3.2, 7.1, and 10.2 GHz 
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The SPDR's were used in conjunction with a vector network analyzer "VNA" and 

desktop PC to measure the loss tangent "tan o" and dielectric constant "sr". Figure 3.2 

shows the 7 .1 GHz SPDR operating with the VNA to show its resonant frequency with a 

sample present. 

Figure 3.0.2 VNA operating with 7.1 GHz SPDR with a sample material present 

The calculation of the resonant peak and 3dB bandwidth which contributes to the 

quality factor of the SPDR is measured by a program written in Labview from NIST. 

The program interfaces the VNA with a PC. The appropriate waveform calculations are 

done using a method of weighted least squares (Appendix A) by a program written at 

NIST. After the resonant peaks and quality factor are determined, they are sent to the PC 

for further calculation of tan o and Br(Coakley, Splett, Janezic, 2003). Tan o and Br are 
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then calculated from a table interpolation (Appendix A) based program provided from the 

SPDR manufacturer (Krupka, 2001 ). 

In order for the samples to show the effects of various temperature and RH conditions 

they are conditioned inside an environmental chamber. The environmental chamber 

allows the temperature and/or RH inside its cavity to be set to a desired condition for a 

specified time period. The solder mask samples are allowed sufficient time to reach 

equilibrium, before measurements are taken. The sample is then taken from the chamber 

for measurement by an SPDR in a dry air box. Early in this study the SPDR 

measurements were done inside the environmental chamber. At RH conditions above 

50%, measurement readings from the SPDRs began to degrade. The reasoning for this 

degradation in accuracy is unknown, most probably, due to the manufactures table 

calculations not taking into account a change in boundary condition for air with high RH. 

This temperature and relative humidity fluctuation is what causes the solder mask 

material to curl in a thin film state. The solution to this problem was to apply a thin film 

of solder mask over our HPFS sample disks. The solder mask, once adhered to the HPFS 

disk, a non-hydroscopic rigid material, and stays extremely flat. This consistently flat 

surface is essential for accuracy of measurement and reproducibility. The method of 

coating a sample of interest on a medium for measurement in an SPDR was originally 

done by MW Cole 2002 for acceptor-doped Ba1-xSrx TiO3 thin films coated on MgO and 

Pt-Si substrates via a metalorganic solution deposition technique. 
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3.2 Split Post Dielectric Resonator theory 

Figure 3.3 shows a vertical cross section of a split post dielectric resonator. Port 1 and 

port 2 are connected to the VNA as shown in Figure 3.2. The dielectric resonators are 

seated in plastic supports inside the resonant cavity surrounded by a metal enclosure. 

Each loop antenna has an adjustable threaded fitting to vary the penetration depth inside 

the cavity. 

AJUtJDt.'\ 

Didtctric 
Re$OJW01'$ 

SPDR 

--- Metal 
Enclo:nU'e 

~-~~~~:==:::':.:!=;;:;;;:;~~~::;;:==:~:::!?~~~◄~=:;--<<: HPFS 
S<>l<ltl' Ma.1k 

... _____ ...., Porr2 

Did~ctric 
f>'l11>1>orh 

Figure 3.3 Cross section of a typical split post dielectric resonator with solder mask 
coated HPFS sample present 

The plane of the loop antennas lays parallel to the surface of the dielectric resonator. 

The depth of each antenna is adjusted to meet a transmission coefficient from port one to 

two, "S12" of 40 dB. The reflection coefficients S 11 and S22 should be close to equal with 

the lowest possible magnitude. A sample disk can be placed inside the cavity from the 

front with the area of interest face down. The area under measurement is roughly the 

area directly above the dielectric resonator. The sample and the dielectric resonator do 

not touch. 



This particular type of resonator operates with the TEo1o mode (Krupka, 1996). 

Characteristics of the TE010 mode in this geometry place the electric field only with an 

azimuthal component. The electric field is uniform across the surface of the dielectric. 

This field uniformity parallel to the surface of the dielectric makes the resonator 

measurements insensitive to the presence of axial air gaps between the sample and the 

two dielectric resonators, (Cole, 2002). Conveniently, as previously mentioned, the 

sample never has to touch the dielectric resonator's surface. Rigorous Rayleigh-Ritz 

method was used in order to compute the Q-factors, resonant frequencies, and all other 

pertinent parameters by the manufacturer Dr. Krupka of the Micro and Optoelectronic 

Institute at W arszawa Polytechnic, W arszawa, Poland. 
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Calculation of Loss Tangent "tan ii", and dielectric constant "ar'', are performed using a 

program provided by Dr. Krupka. The program interpolates data tables that have been 

derived for each fixture. With the interpolated table values the program uses equation 

(3 .1) to calculate ar and tan ii. Equation 3 .1 has been derived by the manufacturer to 

calculate the dielectric constant and or solve for the Ke tables. 

(3.1) 

K (e' h)= fo- f 
e r• (e: -l)hJ;, 

(3.2) 

Ke was computed (Dr. Krupka) for a number of ar' and h using Equation 3.2 for a given 

resonant fixture. The values are then placed inside a table for use by the interpolation 

calculation program. 
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The Ke table is contained in the file DINP20 of the SPDR software package. This file 

gives a Ke value for the following material thickness "h" and er. For example a material 

with h = 65 µm is shown in table 3 .1. 

er I h 65 I 100 200 _J 
2 3.4821 3.4770 3.3624 _J 
5 3.4830 3.4782 3.4624 

Table 3.1 DINP20 Excerpt with Interpolation 

The 65µm thickness Ke values are linearly interpolated from 1 00µm, 200µm, and 

300µm. Table values for Ke at dielectric constant values between 2 and 5, as shown in 

table 3.1 are also interpolated for. Once the linearly interpolated Ke values are found they 

can be taken and once again linearly interpolated on the other axis between the two 

dielectric constant boundaries. For this study the Dielectric constant values typically lay 

around 3.5. The following Figure 3.4 shows a linear regression line of various Ke values 

between a dielectric constant of 2 and 5 for a material thickness "h" of 65µm. 

Ke values Interpolated to material thickness h • 65tiffl 
3.485 

3.4845 

3.484 

3.4835 
Guess of 3. 785 

U83 
ves a Ke of-3.48257 

3•481~------,1-Lc.s--'-2 __ 2,...,,_5----'-----,-L3_5~--'---'4-~4_.,....5 ----'c------=s-=--.s ----:!s 

•, 

Figure 3.4 Interpolated Ke values at various er 

I 
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With an initial guess for er at 3. 785, the interpolation from our table data gives a value 

for Ke~ 3.48257. The guess can made purely arbitrary however, the closer the guess is 

made to the actual suspected Er, the faster the equation converges to the actual Er- Once 

Ke is established er' can be calculated. er' initially will be slightly higher or lower than 

the guess for Er, unless a very perspicacious guess is made, in which case the er guess is 

equal to E/. When E/ varies from the guess, the guess is slightly increased, or decreased 

until the guess is the same as er'. Now the desired resolution for Er determines when the 

iteration stops. At this point the guess is the true Er to our desired precision. 

Once er is known the calculation for tan ii is relatively strait forward. The first step is 

to calculate the electric energy filling factor of the sample using equation (3.3) shown 

below (Krupka 2001 ). 

(3.3) 

The electric energy filling factor of the sample is defined as the electric energy in the 

sample normalized by the electric energy in the entire resonant system as shown below in 

equation (3.4), Eis the electric field lying solely in the azimuthal field as described 

earlier. 

The electric energy filling factor was solved for by method of Rigorous Rayleigh-Ritz 

and placed into a form shown in equation (3.3) where K1 is a function ofh and Er (Krupka 

2001). The K1 variable was then tabulated and stored in a program file (DINPlO). 

Variable K1 is interpolated from DINPl0. The interpolation process is done exactly as 

the calculation for Ke. Once Ke is interpolated from DINPlO, using the knowledge of 

thickness 'h' and the previously found Er, we can move on to calculate Qc. Qc is the 



resonant quality factor of the fixture including parasitic effects. Qc is defined in 

equations (3.5), (3.6) where Rs is the metal surface resistance and H the magnetic field 

Qc = Jff AH· H*dv/RsfjH,z-• H,•ds, (3.5) 
V S 
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where Qoc is the resonant quality factor of the empty SPDR. K2 is a function of er and h 

solved by Dr. Krupka and tabulated. K2 is tabulated in a file named Qimp. 

The parameter K2 is interpolated the same way K1 for its value given the materials 

specific values. Q0 c is calculated directly from a Lab View software program and the 

VNA. 

Now that we have Qc, we can take the final step and solve for the loss tangent using 

equation (3.8). Q is the resonant quality factor of the SPDR with the test sample inserted 

as calculated from the VNA. QoR is the Q-factor dependent on the dielectric losses in the 

dielectric for a resonator with sample present and QoRo the Q-factor without the sample 

present. 

Q =Q (foJ(PeDROJ DR DRO J" p 
Js eDR 

(3.7) 

Once QoR is found all the pieces can be put together to solve for loss tangent. 

tanO=Q-1 -Q;1-Q;I 

Pes 
(3.8) 
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3.3 Measurement Error 

Error in SPDR measurements of Br and tan ~ is dominated by thickness variability of the 

sample under consideration. The HPFS disks that the samples are coated onto are ground 

to a 9 µm finish, to a maximum thickness deviation of around 1 µm. The purpose for the 

HPFS disks having a matte 9 µm finish instead of a high gloss is that the solder mask 

material adheres better to a rougher surface. The process of coating the disks with solder 

mask results in an overall thickness variability greater than 1 µm. This variable sample 

thickness ~his the dominant source of measurement error. The SPDR measurement 

error is shown in equation (3.9). The variability ~hover the mean thickness his the 

major contributing factor. The variable Tis usually around 1, ranging higher for thick 

samples having large permittivity (Krupka, 2001 ). 

(3.9) 

Before the HPFS blank disks are coated, they are measured with a hand micrometer and 

an optical coordinate measurement machine. This is done to ensure the blank HPFS 

disks are consistent, and a baseline measurement is established for when the disks are 

coated with solder mask to ensure thickness of the solder mask film. Comparison of the 

baseline with the coated measurements shows the true solder mask material ~h/h. The 

hand micrometer used for measurement is a Mitutoyo brand with 1 micron resolution. 

The OCMM or Optical Coordinate Measurement Machine is made by Mitutoyo, model 

number QVC-2. The OCMM is specified to have a maximum measurement deviation of 

3 µm. Measurement and comparison of the blank HPFS disks with the micrometer, 

manufacturer's specs of the HPFS disks and the OCMM show the OCMM to be 
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consistently measuring to an accuracy of 1 µm. The advantage of the OCMM is that it 

provides much greater resolution for measurement across the surface of the disk. Much 

smaller points can be measured in comparison with the micrometer. The micrometer is 

limited by the mechanical structure of its measurement arms. The following Figures (3.5, 

3.6, and 3.7) show the height variability from the OCMM measurements. The black 

squares in the plots are the actual positions the OCMM measured. The outer rim of the 

disk is not shown on the plots. The outer rim of the disk is used to create a reference 

plane. This reference portion is not shown in the plots. The omitted area is outside our 

area of interest, as it is outside the area of measurement. 
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Figure 3.5 OCMM measurements of the 40mm solder mask coated HPFS disks 

The 40mm disks are used for both the 7.1 GHz and the 10.2 GHz measurements. The 

OCMM measures each point along the disk in reference to a plane constructed by 
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preliminary measurements. By looking at the difference in extremes one can measure the 

approximate Afl. The reason the Af1 labeled in Figures (3.5, 3.6, and 3.7) is less than the 

shown extremes is that the actual area the SPDR utilizes during the measurement, "area 

of the dielectric in the resonant cavity", is much smaller than the entire sample disk. For 

the 7 .1 GHz SPDR the measurement area is about 1.5 cm in diameter across center. The 

10.2 GHz SPDR has an area roughly 1cm diameter across center. This diameter is from 

the surface of the dielectric inside the SPDR that interacts with the sample. 
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Figure 3.6 OCMM measurements of the 40mm solder mask coated HPFS disks 

Only the region of the sample that occupies the space directly over the SPDR's dielectric 

is measured, thus it is the only area of interest for variability. The above Figure 3.6 
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shows similar Lili variability for the 75 mm sample coated disks compared with the 40mm 

samples. The following Figure 3.7 shows the 1.25 GHz disk's Lili variability. 
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Figure 3. 7 OCMM measurements of the 40mm solder mask coated HPFS disks 

Table 3.2 displays the total ~h/h variability for all the sample disks. 

Disk Number 40-6b 40-7b 40-9b 40-l0b 
(~h)/(average h) 0.0414 0.0391 0.0912 0.0433 
----------------------- --------------- ------------------- ------------------- -------------------
Disk Number 75-2 75-5 75-9 75-10 
(~h)/(average h) 0.0864 0.0896 0.0850 0.0435 
----------------------- --------------- ------------------- ------------------- -------------------
Disk Number 100-lb 100-2b 100-4b 100-5b 
(~h)/(average h) 0.0571 0.0496 0.0461 0.1352 

Table 3.2 solder mask sample coating variability Mlh 

The other possible contributing factor to measurement error stems from the NIST 

program that calculates the resonant peaks and quality factor from the VNA. In addition 
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to the peak and quality measurement, an accompanying uncertainty is calculated 

(Coakley, 2003). The uncertainty for the center frequency, quality factor, and thickness 

are combined by root-sum-square as seen in equation (3 .10) to produce to overall 

measurement error for each Er and tan o measurement. 

Uncert = ,Juncert(freq) 2 + Uncert(h) 2 + Uncert(Q) 2 (3.10) 

3.4 Environmental Chamber 

The environmental chamber is used to condition the solder mask samples. The chamber 

is manufactured by ESQEC, model 

ESL-2CA. The temperature and 

relative humidity ranges of this 

chamber are as follows: -35 C to 

150 C and 10% to 98% RH. 

The samples are kept inside on 

stainless steel shelves. 

Removing the samples from the 

chamber without opening the 

secondary glass door is possible by 

hand through ports on the glass 

door. A chart recorder keeps a 

constant record of the temperature 

and relative humidity inside the Figure 3.8 ESQEC environmental chamber, model 
ESL-2CA 



chamber. A high intensity fiber light guide lamp was placed on top of the chamber and 

aligned to illuminate the chamber inside. 

3.5 Dry Air Box 

During the early development of this study it was determined that the SPDR 

Figure 3.9 Dry air box for SPDR humidity isolation. 
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measurements were sensitive to relative humidity. A dry air chamber was constructed to 

house the SPDR's. The samples could be inserted through holes similar to the 

environmental chamber and placed inside the SPDRs for measurement. The dry air is 

supplied by a dry air line feed in the lab that enters the box in two places from the rear. 
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The dry air nozzles are place in alignment with the hand holes. The idea behind the 

placement of the nozzles is that a circular current is formed of the angled front of the box 

that partially exhausts out of the hand holes. It is expected that this circular current helps 

the dry air box meet equilibrium faster with greater stability. A relative humidity monitor 

was used inside the chamber to monitor its condition. 

3.6 Vector Network Analyzer 

The vector network analyzer used in this study is an Agilent 8722ES with an N4418A 

test set. Both of these machines are shown in Figure 3.2. The analyzer was used to 

measure the S parameters of the SPDRs in a two port configuration. The 8722ES has a 

range of 50 MHz to 40 GHz. The test set has a range from 50 MHz to 20GHz. The 

network analyzer was properly calibrated to the setup shown in Figure 3.2, as well as 

under certified calibration from Agilent. 



CHAPTER IV RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Design of Experiment (DOE) 

The DOE can be divided up into three portions. These three portions have been 

categorized as follows: Corner Cases, limiting variable, and repeatability. The Corner 

Case involves looking at the extremes of our metrology ranges with one condition in 

between. Table 4.1 shows the corner cases and overall scope of our metrologies 

temperature and relative humidity capabilities. The corner cases are shown in bold. 

Temp (C) I RH % 15 55 95 

21.1 21.1/15 (Run ) 21.1/55 (Run) 21.1/95 (Run) 

29.4 29.4/15 (Run) 29.4/55 (Run) 29.4/95 (Run) 

37.8 37.8/15 (Run) 37.8/55 (Run) 37.8/95 (Run) 

Table 4.1 Metrology Temperature and Relative Humidity Ranges 

The motivation for the corner case study stems from the fact that it provides a clear 

answer to the question of relative humidity and temperature conditions affecting solder 

mask electrical properties over our entire metrology :frequency range. The corner cases 

are the extreme conditions that are found throughout the globe where high speed circuit 

boards are being used. Each condition in Table 4.1 was used for all the solder mask 

samples as well as a NIST calibrated control HPFS sample set at the following 

frequencies: 1.25, 3.2, 7.1, and 10.2 GHz. The two other portions of the DOE, limiting 

variable, and repeatability, bring clarity and confidence to the overall metrology, and 

corner case study. 
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The Limiting Variable portion of the DOE holds one of the two variables constant, 

temperature or relative humidity, and sweeps the other. The Limiting Variable sweeps all 

the conditions displayed in Table 4.1. The motivation for the Limiting Variable DOE 

portion is that it uncouples the variables and enables the study to show the individual 

effects of temperature and relative humidity in an unrelated manner. The 3.2 GHz SPDR 

fixture was chosen for this study using the full solder mask sample set. Er and tan ii for 

each relative humidity condition of Tab le 4.1 were measured on a per day basis over a 

three day period. Each relative humidity condition was allowed to acclimate inside the 

environment chamber overnight so that the fixtures and samples could reach the 

equilibrium condition. The chamber reaches equilibrium in just a few minutes, however, 

letting samples sit overnight ensures the moisture ample time to diffuse into the solder 

mask. During the measurements at each condition the HPFS calibrated standard was 

measured before the experiment run and afterwards, to ensure the SPDRs were 

consistently providing accurate measurements. 

The Repeatability study was conducted for each SPDR at an environmental condition 

of 21.1 C and a RH of 15%. Thirty measurements were taken for each fixture using 

sample C. The HPFS calibrated standard characterized at NIST was measured at the 

beginning of each fixture measurement and after each ten consecutive measurements. 

The HPFS disks were used to show congruence with measurements taken at NIST. The 

motivation for the repeatability study was to show consistency in the accuracy of our 

current metrology. 



4.2 Design of Experiment Detail Outline: 

Corner Cases Study: 

• SPDR Fixtures: (1.25, 3.2, 7.1, 10.2) GHz 
• Solder mask Disks: 40-6b, 40-7b, 40-9b, 40-1 Ob 

75-2b, 75-5b, 75-9b, 75-l0b 
100-1 b, 100-2b, 100-4b, 100-5b 
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• Sample Preparation: Micrometer Measurements, OCMM Measurements 

Micrometer - 10 measurements total, 6 on an outside diameter and 4 on an 

inner diameter. Record minima, maxima, and 10 measurements of the 

disks into the designated data spread sheet. 

OCMM - Measure all disks with the defined OCMM programs for each 

size. Show thickness variability with JMP contour plots. 

• Corner Cases (three conditions): case per day basis 

( 1) 21.1 C and 15% relative humidity "RH". These conditions will be 

established the day prior to running tests inside the chamber with the 

samples present. Fixtures are to be kept inside the dry box with dry air on. 

This gives the samples, and fixtures allotted time to equilibrate overnight 

before testing the following morning. Measurements for each sample 

including accompanying HPFS comparison disk will be taken from the 

chamber and measured inside the dry box 
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(2) 29.4 C and 55% relative humidity "RH". These conditions will be 

established the day prior to running tests inside the chamber with the 

samples present. Fixtures are to be kept inside the dry box with dry air on. 

This gives the samples and fixtures sufficient time to reach equilibrium 

overnight before testing the following morning. Measurements for each 

sample including accompanying HPFS comparison disk will be taken 

from the chamber and measured inside the dry box 

(3) 37.8 C and 95% relative humidity "RH". These conditions will be 

established the day prior to running tests inside the chamber with the 

samples present. Fixtures are to be kept inside the dry box with dry air on. 

This gives the samples and fixtures sufficient time to reach equilibrium 

overnight before testing the following morning. Measurements for each 

sample including accompanying HPFS comparison disk will be taken 

from the chamber, and measured inside the dry box 

• Techniques: 

All Samples and their accompanying HPFS comparison disk will be 

placed into each specific fixture using the fixtures appropriate sample 

alignment tool to ensure proper placement. Measurements for each 

sample including accompanying HPFS comparison disk will be taken 

from the chamber and measured inside the dry box 
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Limiting Variable Sweeps: 

• Fixture: 3 .2 GHz 
• Solder Mask Disk: 75-2b, 75-5b, 75-9b, 75-l0b 
• Limiting Variable Sweep by day: 

(1) Chamber is set at 95% RH and temperature is varied over a span of one 

day. Initial condition 37.8 C, second 28.4 C, and thirdly 21.1 C. Once the 

Initial condition is reached, which should take a little more than one hour, 

the chamber should be set to the next condition, and allowed to equilibrate 

for two hours before moving to the next condition. Overall, the run should 

take less than 8 hours. Solder mask samples are placed inside chamber, 

allowing them to reach equilibrium overnight before testing the following 

morning, set at the appropriate condition. Fixtures are to be kept inside 

the dry box with dry air on. Each disk will be measured three times 

including an HPFS standard disk for measurement control verification. 

Measurements for each sample including accompanying HPFS 

comparison disk will be taken from the chamber and measured inside the 

dry box 

(2) Chamber is set at 55% RH and temperature is varied over a span of one 

day. Initial condition 37.8 C, second 28.4 C, and third 21.1 C. Once the 

Initial condition is reached which should take a little more than one hour, 
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the chamber should be set to the next condition, and allowed to settle for 

two hours before moving to the next condition. Overall day run should 

take less than 8 hours. The samples are placed inside chamber, allowing 

them to equilibrate overnight before testing the following morning set at 

the initial condition. Fixtures are to be kept inside the dry box with dry air 

on. Each disk will be measured three times including an HPFS standard 

disk for control verification. Measurements for each sample including 

accompanying HPFS comparison disk will be taken from the chamber and 

measured inside the dry box 

RH/fempF 15% 55% 95% 

70F Run 1 Run4 Run 7 

85F Run2 Run5 Run8 

100 F Run3 Run6 Run9 

Table 4.2 runs corresponding to temp and RH 

(3) Chamber is set at 15% RH and temperature is varied over a span of one 

day. Initial condition 37.8 C, second 28.4 C, and third 21.1 C. Once the 

Initial condition is reached, which should take a little more than one hour, 

the chamber should be set to the next condition, and allowed to equilibrate 

for two hours before moving to the next condition. Overall day run should 

take less than 8 hours. The samples are placed inside chamber, allowing 

them to equilibrate overnight before testing the following morning set at 

the initial condition. Fixtures are to be kept inside the dry box with dry air 

on. Each disk will be measured three times including an HPFS standard 



disk for control verification. Measurements for each sample including 

accompanying HPFS comparison disk will be taken from the chamber, 

and measured inside the dry box 

• Techniques: 
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All Samples and their accompanying HPFS comparison disk will be 

placed into each specific fixture using the fixtures appropriate sample 

centering tool to ensure proper placement. Measurements for each sample 

including accompanying HPFS comparison disk will be taken from the 

chamber, and measured inside the dry box 
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Repeatability Test: 

• Fixture: (1.25, 3.2, 7.1, 10.2) GHz 
• Solder mask Disk: 40-l0b, 75-2b, 100-lb, 
• Repeatability Test: 

• 
Chamber is set at 21.1 C and 15% RH. All samples will be placed inside the 

chamber and allowed to settle to a steady state over the weekend. Thirty 

measurements on each fixture will be taken, one fixture per day starting with 

1.25 GHz, and continuing sequentially by increased frequency. Two fixture 

tests may be done in one day if time permits. 

• Techniques: 

All Samples and their accompanying HPFS comparison disk will be placed 

into each specific fixture using the fixtures appropriate material centering tool 

to ensure proper placement. Measurements for each sample including 

accompanying HPFS comparison disk will be taken in the chamber. 
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4.3 Corner Cases 

The following Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 show the results of the comer case studies. 

The various solder mask materials used are labeled as shown in table 2.1. 
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Figure 4.1 Relative permittivity "er" of solder mask material in corner case study 

All of the relative permittivity "measurements", "sr" show a clear trend towards the 

effects of temperature and relative humidity on solder mask. The various solder masks 

show varying Sr values at different :frequencies that also react differently to temperature 

and humidity with respect to each other. The important factor to be taken from the data is 

that all the different solder masks show a significant change in their Sr values as a result 

of the different environmental conditions. As the temperature and humidity go up 

significantly, so does the relative permittivity. Later we will see in the limited variable 

sweep that the relative humidity is the dominant factor in Sr shift. 
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Figure 4.2 Loss tangent "tan <5" of solder mask material in corner case study 

The loss tangent data is an even better illustration on the effects of temperature and 

relative humidity on the solder mask materials. A clear shift can be seen for each of the 

three conditions. As in the Sr data all the solder mask materials are influenced the same 

way. The different formulations may react more or less from the conditions; however, 

they are all significantly affected. 
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Figure 4.3 Relative permittivity "er" and loss tangent "tan <5" of the NIST HP FS 
material standards for corner case study 



Here in Figure 4.3 the HPFS standard characterized at NIST is shown measured at all 

three conditions. The data shows the non-hydroscopic nature of the material and 

correlation with the measurements taken at NIST shown in Figure 2.2. This correlation 

with NIST's measurements ensures us our experiment is yielding accurate results. 
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100-1b 100-2b 100-4b 100-5b 40-10b 40-6b 40-7b 40-9b 75-10b 75-2b 75-5b 75-9b NIST HPFS 

sample disc 

Me,111s and Std Devi,1tions 

Level Number Meen std Dev Std Err Meen Lower 95% Upper 95% 

100-1 b 12 0.139404 0.011293 0.00326 0.13223 0.14658 

100-2b 12 0.080019 0.008344 0.00241 0.07472 0.08532 

100-4b 12 0.087218 0.005446 0.00157 0.08376 0.09068 

100-5b 12 0.101942 0.006883 0.00199 0.09757 0.10631 

40-10b 24 0.052322 0.002384 0.00049 0.05132 0.05333 

40-6b 24 0.051800 0.001872 0.00038 0.05101 0.05259 

40-7b 24 0.136292 0.005496 0.00112 0.13397 0.13861 

40-9b 24 0.052947 0.001947 0.00040 0.05213 0.05377 

75-10b 12 0.104641 0.003904 0.00113 0.10216 0.10712 

75-2b 12 0.207233 0.010459 0.00302 0.20059 0.21388 

75-5b 12 0.082239 0.003748 0.00108 0.07986 0.08462 

75-9b 12 0.095678 0.003368 0.00097 0.09354 0.09782 

NIST HPFS 24 0.002460 0.000415 0.00008 0.00229 0.00264 

Figure 4.4 Dielectric Constant Uncertainties for Corner Case Study 

The accepted slope for a dielectric materials Gr as a function of frequency is 

traditionally negative. Other measurements have been done with stacking similar 

polymer films on HPFS showing the correct slope. Apparently there is some 

fundamental error at 1.25 and 3.2 GHz for the Gr measurements. The shown values for Gr 

and it's uncertainty for the 1.25 and 3.2 GHz data should not be taken as absolute. The 



important information is the shift from the comer case conditions. The shift in e, is 

accurately presented in the measurement for all the frequencies. 
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-0.0001 ..._----~----~----~-----~-~--~-~---,.--~ 
100-1b 100-2b 100-4b 100-5b 40-10b 40-6b 40-7b 40-9b 75-10b 75-2b 75-5b 75-9b NISTHPFS 

sample disc 

rvle,rns and Std Deviations 

Level Number Mean Std Dev Std Err Mean Lower95% Upper95% 
100-1b 12 0.000534 0.000155 0.00004 0.00044 0.00063 
100-2b 12 0.000394 0.000089 0.00003 0.00034 0.00045 
100-4b 12 0.000322 0.000076 0.00002 0.00027 0.00037 
100-5b 12 0.000428 0.000100 0.00003 0.00036 0.00049 
40-10b 24 0.000338 0.000102 0.00002 0.00029 0.00038 
40-6b 24 0.000279 0.000047 9.65e-6 0.00026 0.00030 
40-7b 24 0.000647 0.000129 0.00003 0.00059 0.00070 
40-9b 24 0.000252 0.000048 9.89e-6 0.00023 0.00027 
75-10b 12 0.000382 0.000068 0.00002 0.00034 0.00043 

75-2b 12 0.000867 0.000196 0.00006 0.00074 0.00099 
75-5b 12 0.000381 0.000078 0.00002 0.00033 0.00043 
75-9b 12 0.000403 0.000075 0.00002 0.00036 0.00045 

NISTHPFS 24 0.000002 8.616e-7 1.76e-7 1.85e-6 2.58e-6 

Figure 4.5 Loss Tangent Uncertainties for Corner Case Study 

4.4 Limiting Variable Sweep 

The limiting variable study enables us to separate the measured tr and tan<> jointly 

dependent on temperature and relative humidity. This lets us see which condition has the 

greatest impacting factor in terms of changing the electrical characteristics of the solder 

mask materials. The first set of plots, Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 show tr and tan <> as a 

function of relative humidity. 
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75-1 Ob 75-2b 75-5b 75-9b HPFS 

sample disc 

Means c.llHI Std Deviations 

Level Number Mean std Dev std Err Mean Lower 95% Upper 95% 

75-1 Ob 27 0.102105 0.004792 0.00092 0.10021 0.10400 

75-2b 27 0.198743 0.□10347 0.00199 0.19465 0.20284 

75-5b 27 0.080786 0.003593 0.00069 0.07936 0.08221 

75-9b 27 0.092958 0.004159 0.00080 0.09131 0.09460 

HPFS 18 0.002485 0.000001 3.08e-7 0.00248 0.00249 

Figure 4.6 Limited variable sweep Uncertainty for dielectric constant 
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75-1 Ob 75-2b 75-5b 75-9b HPFS 

sample disc 

Means .uHI Std Deviations 

Level Number Mean std Dev std Err Mean Lower 95% Upper 95% 

75-10b 27 0.000396 0.000049 9.46e-6 0.00038 0.00042 

75-2b 27 0.000894 0.000163 0.00003 0.00083 0.00096 

75-5b 27 0.000410 0.000040 7.77e-6 0.00039 0.00043 

75-Sb 27 0.000420 0.000051 9.Se-6 0.00040 0.00044 

HPFS 18 0.000002 5.551 e-7 1 .31 e-7 1 .88e-6 2.43e-6 

Figure 4. 7 Limited variable sweep uncertainty for loss tangent 
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The most important information to be taken from Figure 4.8, and Figure 4.9 is the 

magnitude change in the individual solder mask electrical properties due to relative 

humidity in comparison to temperature. While temperature certainly effects Br and tan ii 

to a measurable degree, relative humidity is the dominating effecting factor. Comparing 

the temperature and relative humidity span of Figures 4.4, and 4.5 shows relative 

humidity to be the dominant factor in the solder mask Br and tan ii variation. The last plot 

in Figure 4.4, and 4.5 shows the HPFS standard characterized at NIST validating the 

accuracy and consistency of this study portion. The Br and tan ii measurements closely 

agree with NIST as shown in comparison to Figure 2.2. There is little variation due to 

temperature and relative humidity variation in the HPFS measurements. These 

characteristics helped contribute to the deciding factors in using this material as an 

experimental standard. 

4.5 Repeatability 

In Figure 4.10 and 4.12 the repeatability data can be considered. The standard deviation 

for all fixtures lies in a range less than 0.1. All fixtures with the exception to the 1.2 GHz 

fixture have a standard deviation less than 0.07. The difference in standard deviation 

between fixtures stems from the Af1 variability of the samples used specific to each 

resonator and human error. 
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Figure 4.10 Histogram data of repeatability study with 3.2 GHzfrxture 
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Figure 4.12 Loss Tangent Uncertainty for Repeatability study 
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CHAPTER V CONCLUSIONS 

As a result of the work in this thesis, it is reasonable to assert that the current 

formulations of solder mask are going to have loss issues when used in high speed circuit 

applications. The exposure to various everyday environmental conditions will prove to 

be a dominant factor in high speed circuit use and design versatility on a global scale. 

Clearly, relative humidity is the dominant threat in terms ofloss in solder mask at high 

frequencies. Through a novel method of measuring thin films between 1 GHz to 20 GHz 

using split post dielectric resonators, a temperature and relative humidity dependent loss 

issue has become apparent in solder mask materials. The contribution from this thesis to 

the electronics industry is really two-fold. The metrology for establishing the electrical 

properties of solder mask material can be used in industry to enable accurate 

measurement of solder mask materials and establish standards so that manufacturers may 

formulate better solder mask materials and allow industry to publish the electrical 

properties of these materials to help high speed designers figure in their boundaries. 
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APPENDIX A 

Weighted Least Squares Regression 

Weighted Least Squares Regression is a useful tool in determining a model to describe 

data that may have values with differing degrees of variability over the combinations of 

its predictor values. 

Where ~o, ~1, ~2, ... are the weighted least squares estimates that are produced by 

minimizing the criterion shown in equation (A.1 ). The weighted least squares estimators 

are treated similar to variables, while the data values X;, Y; and the weights W; are treated 

as constants. The minimization for linear models can be done analytically, where 

nonlinear models require numerical solutions. 
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Linear Interpolation 

Linear interpolation provides a point value in between two known points by effectively 

constructing a straight line between the two known points, and returning the unknown in 

between point along the line. 

(A.2) 

The desired value is y', the known two points represent the following, (x1,y1) and (x2,Y2), 

and x represents the independent variable corresponding to the desired dependent 

variable y', (x,y'). 




